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In Clause 4, page 61, change numbering of subclause 3.4.1 as follows:

4.4.1 Active region sets and reactive region sets

In Clause 4, page 61, change the references of 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 to 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, respectively, as follows:

In addition to the active region set and reactive region set, all of the event regions of each time slot can be categorized as simulation regions (see 4.4.2) or PLI regions (see 4.4.3).

In Clause 4, page 61, change numbering of subclause 3.4.2 as follows:

4.4.2 Simulation regions

In Clause 4, page 61, change numbering of subclause 3.4.3 as follows:

4.4.3 PLI regions

In Clause 4, page 62, change numbering of subclause 3.4.3 as follows:

In Clause 4, page 67, change the final reference in subclause 4.9.1 as follows:

This includes implicit continuous assignments inferred from port connections (see 4.9.6).

In Clause 4, page 68, change numbering of subclause 3.9.6 as follows:

4.9.6 Port connections

In 12.4.2.1, page 302, change reference of 3.4.1 to 4.4.1 as follows:

The descriptions in 12.4.2 mention several cases in which a violation report shall be generated by unique-if, unique0-if, or priority-if statements. These violation checks shall be immune to false violation reports due to zero-delay glitches in the active region set (see 4.4.1).

In 12.5.3.1, page 308, change reference of 3.4.1 to 4.4.1 as follows:

The descriptions in 12.5.3 mention several cases in which a violation report shall be generated by unique-case, unique0-case, or priority-case statements. These violation checks shall be immune to false violation reports due to zero-delay glitches in the active region set (see 4.4.1). The violation reporting can be controlled by using assertion control system tasks (see 20.12).

In 14.14, page 346, change the third paragraph as follows:

The following is an example of a global clocking declaration:

```verbatim
dmodule top;
logic clk1, clk2;
global clocking sys @(clk1 or clk2); endclocking
//...
endmodule
```
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In the fourth paragraph of subclause 28.6, insert reference as follows:

Some combinations of data input values and control input values can cause these gates to output either of two values, without a preference for either value (see 28.12.2). The logic tables for these gates include two symbols representing such unknown results. The symbol \( L \) shall represent a result that has a value 0 or \( z \). The symbol \( H \) shall represent a result that has a value 1 or \( z \). Delays on transitions to \( H \) or \( L \) shall be treated the same as delays on transitions to \( x \).

In A.10, change footnote 7 as follows:

In a parameter declaration that is a class item, the parameter keyword shall be a synonym for the localparam keyword.